
De r Alan, 	 1 /1/84  

Welcome back. Yo tee world and to °forts to exesureseu pr eerve and protect it. 

While you were in the hospital I rude a few efforts on behalf of FOIA but did not 
send you copies. Jim has t en if they interest you. I had an extra copy of one on the 
desk and I enclose it. What e wrote eaul Hoch, Jim's client, only yesterday, may also. 

As o: *me= mg last info from Jim, the two houses are not in agreement, not too 
unusual when they rush to quit. If it stays this way the bill will die in the Howe 
and have to be reintroduced and go through channels. While there appears to be no 
basis for believing that the next Congress will be less inclined to favor CIA or 
nullify 101A, it nonethelese provides possibilities. I believe that if they are to 
have any prospects of any degree of sucese the fight will have to be entirely dif-
fesent that what I've obe rved from the distance. 

In the current session I believe that the fight had to be to so seriously 
embarrass ACLU that it ..ould have to change its position. While cogent legal 
argument was useful to this end, by itself it could not and did not succeed. 
In any now congress it will have to be to expose the ClA and embarrass the ACLU 
by indirection. That is more than possible. What is questionable is the amount 
of eublis attention it can get, particularly when there are so few who can try 
and so few who can be enticed to carry what on any other subject would be legit 
stories and think-piecea. 

Jim, ae I've never been able to pera udo him, remains the creature of the 
orthodoxy of his formal education and his thinking and actions are based on that 

as his law-school indoctrination. lie cannot make himself think the way that is 
necessary for taking and developing; an initiative. He just site back and await the 
next neve of th- other side to defend himself against. We've argued much about this. 
Including right now in the Hoch case. 

What I did, in the usual rush, is not to hock's Wehrle or his, quite possibly 
for reaeons other than their academic approaches and preferences. I'll know more 
perhaps when I hear from Hoch. 

But I've nailee them in a series of pretty big and sigelfecant lies that 
simply must embarrass th- teustine judge if he is put in that position, which is 
realie quite easy, the core-  having been done, whether or not the form is likede 
In plain enelish it is at the very least close to pevjury and with certainty the 
witness in tlris cane having sworn other than he did some year.; ago on material 
points, the basis of peejurye 

This is the kind of teing that is going to have to be collected and used. 
You can depend on it, in any area of sensitivity to the CIA it has lied in court 
as well an out. 

eith it tee Clete Fele record, in eenerel and in specifics. In gane-al, ao 
I've suggested to jim, requests should be male for its records of receipt and action 
on FOIA requests. It must have much records, even in the form of lists because it 
requiree lists to be able to assign numbere. Ditto for appeals. It then will be 
apparent that the CIA.5 backlog is not an its has doeeribed to Congress end is not 
entirely if really at all) because of the number of requests received. 

Jim told me you discouraged use of JFK assassination reeuests. I think you 
confused two considerations, the presumed eeneral attitude toward the subject 
matter, alone with the nuttiness and wastefulness of sone of the requests, with the 
CIA's record. With focus of the CIA's record you'll have the best possible examples 
of its policy and practise of s onewalling and you have it on a comprehensible and 
politically siemificant end effective level - if they have nothing to hide on so 
important a matter, the most subversive of crimes, why do they continue to hide? 



Even afte;  aieclooure - to presumee oycopaents. 
end the Cengresn. In a suit in ehich ''in ropresentei me before the Hoch judge 

the CIA justified withholdine until the very day its appeals brief was due by 
swearing that what it disclosed to the Congress it had to di: cloee to me. and after 
many years I'v e not reeeived a eieele page. 

Iet mine are inclusive, histrrical requonts. 

'‘iith,when it aeknd for more time going back to 1975. separtte subject-emitter 
requests for several topics. mike the Oswald-Mexico records. 

There is little likelihood of any request for any signifioant number of 
records providing fewer oppoertunitiee for lce timate claims to eourcee and methods 
or of beine able to sustain such claims in any litigation. 

hcayover, all those records were identified and isolated and kept isolated for 
yearn, without any compliance with my and other reeuesta. 

So most of the cost and work had already been eliminated. 

And the more they try to defend themselves the tore they bog themselves down in 
the old and any new mandaciAy. 

horeover, we know enough about what is hidden as well as what is disclosed to 
be certain that what is withheld can be serieusly embarrassing. And comprehensible, 
not complicated. Like the ostensible disappearance of an enormous number of Oswald 
records. '.'hat it had a source (quite iimk likely blown by then) inside the Auban 
hexico City hmbasny and withheld thin from the Presidential Commission. That ■Jswald 
had no %rine field assignment not rebated to the CIA, including two efforts to 

overthrown Sukarno. That he had high and unreported security cleerancee, Top Secret 
and Crypto. Of these things I have the proof in hand. There are more. Like they cane 
lose to starting World War III and would have if Ambassador norm haa been listened 

to in Washington through feeding him obvious and inflmet0eY b.n. 
J.f ;he bill i' reintmededed there should be heariniand if the academie can 

forget they ever went to college they can be absolutely sensational in centent. The 
attention, of course, is not predictable, but with hearings the competitive factor 
can work. 

The a. records ere "opeeetional" and thousands of pages have ho .in disclosed. 
Ditto for the miata-bendieg records. So it is obvious and ens be cede acre painfully 
obvious that the LC7.0 iu eoree than geong in ba.dsg,itz support for what will be the 
total ezanptioa its poopi,: pay they've avoided on th,.2 faluehood that it doeu not 
disclose operational reeordu anywaybecause they are immune. 'one of the JFK records 
are pretty hairy, like its people planning torture, booby-hatching and assassinating. 

Jun stayoL away frog, why I don't knee, the domestic intelligence Aspect. Inciee 
ceb:eis, pept ee:1  :went an veil a• future, would b permanently secret. Combine 
this with 4eagnn's mandating those responsibilities, which remain prohibited by law, 
and this means probelms for the ACLU and some Members if they our tort it. 

The character of the effort has to be changed if it is to have any prospect for 
gap success at all. It has to bo of such a nature telt it becomes dangerous for Maebers 
to support exemption, the opeosite of the position most may now perceive, that it is 
dangerous not to support exemption. 

X don't know what can be hoped for with so few people willing to try, but I an 
certain that this is the kind of effort that must be made. Docan't what has just 
hapeened indicate that the character of 'Ale effort then made is not either suitable 
if the only kind) or effectivel- 

Plelitie e. cusp: the haste and typos. I've such to catch up on. Continued good luck 

with your health, 


